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Leslie Williams <exposingrosecanyon@gmail.com>

Public Defender Client Reporting Profesional Misconduct 
2 messages

Leslie Williams <exposingrosecanyon@gmail.com> Tue, Nov 10, 2015 at 12:17 PM
To: frank.birchak@sdcounty.ca.gov

Good Afternoon 
My Name is Leslie Williams  
I am 100 % absolutly displeased with the Proffesional Misconduct of not only the San Diego Public Defenders office past and Current but I am also 100 %
displeased in the Professional Misconduct of Alex McDonald my current Appoiinted Public Defender. 
I am Completly aware of Crimminal Conduct San Diego Public Defenders have engaged in around me in the San Diego Court House and Court Room- this Criminal
Conduct has been preserved in selective Memory, meaning their is exsisting physical eveidence of it- this evidence indiputibly proves that the relationship the
Public Defenders office has with me leslie williams is nothing but Theater disguisied as advocacy, evidence stands the test of time because its preserved in
space and time also including the dates being preserved are attached to it, before the trial- Alex MCdonald is not being verbally clear and specific in Legal
Langauge of her emails which is causing confusion and it is noted when asked to clarify she doeesnt reply, she is also Ignoring inquire's and requests Understand
when resulting misconduuct occurs it will conclude this misconduct stemmed from negligence and Professional Misconduct without Conference between her and
me i cannot prepare my defence, if she doenst reply to each specific question I will bring this to the Judges and courts attention and later Outside legal Advocacy-
evidence is evidence and this evidence INDISPUTIBLY proves a relationship between Rose Canyon Harrassment UCSD Harrassment SDPD HDQ Harrassment
and MUCH More and your lawyers, proving what Collusion? Conspirary Felony harrassment?-clearly proving a Conflict of intrest and Professional Misconduct,
meaning that leslie is now in a legal position to reasonably conclude that the Public Defenders office is colluding with the plantiffs concerning the Illegal Lodging
ticket she recieved in Rose Canyon on 8/9/15,she is also denieing my right to introduce electronic evidence of this and more , which proves conspracy because
the Park Rangers admnitted before this  was capyured they came to the area because of other reasons caiught on video as well this event was brought about thru
ILLEGAL Activity , believe this will never be a Future issue 

8/26/15 San Diego Park Ranger Says It Worked when told she Baited Police
to come to her
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fzkEMjPb7w

Birchak, Frank <Frank.Birchak@sdcounty.ca.gov> Thu, Nov 12, 2015 at 12:11 PM
To: Leslie Williams <exposingrosecanyon@gmail.com>

Ms. Williams,

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fzkEMjPb7w
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I have forwarded your email to Ms. McDonald’s supervisor.

 

When you request an attorney, that attorney makes the tactical decisions such as what evidence to try to introduce at trial and what legal arguments to make. You have the
right to request a Marsden hearing to have the judge appoint a different attorney and the right to request to represent yourself if you disagree with an attorney’s tactical
decisions.

 

Sincerely,

 

Frank Birchak

Deputy Public Defender

619-338-4720

 

From: Leslie Williams [mailto:exposingrosecanyon@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 12:18 PM 
To: Birchak, Frank 
Subject: Public Defender Client Reporting Profesional Misconduct
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